


delicias Spanish delights for piano duo

Goldstone and Clemmow

Emmanuel Chabrier (1841-1894)
1 España (two pianos) 6.37

Enrique Granados (1867-1916), arr. E. Bartlett and R. Robertson
2 Quejas ó la maja y el ruiseñor (two pianos) (1st digital recording) 5.50

Ernesto Lecuona (1895 or 1896-1963), arr. G.H. Nash
3 Malagueña (two pianos) 3.41

Joaquín Rodrigo (1901-1999) §
4 Adagio from Concierto de Aranjuez (two pianos) (1st recording) 10.09

Cécile Chaminade (1857-1944)
5 La Sévillane, Op. 19 (two pianos) 4.48

Manuel de Falla (1876-1946), second piano part arr. A. Bertram
Noches en los jardines de España (two pianos) (1st recording) 22.29
6 En el Generalife 9.38
7 Danza lejana – 4.47
8 En los jardines de la Sierra de Córdoba 8.04

Camille Saint-Saëns (1835-1921)
9 La Jota aragonese, Op. 64 (two pianos) 3.57

Nikolai Rimsky-Korsakov (1844-1908)
Capriccio espagnol, Op. 34 (piano duet) 14.23
10 Alborada 1.13
11 Variazioni – 3.45
12 Alborada 1.09
13 Scena e canto gitano – 4.54
14 Fandango asturiano 3.22

Francisco Tárrega (1852-1909), arr. A. Goldstone
15 Gran Vals (piano duet) (1st recording) 3.11

Total CD duration 75.13

§ Rodrigo himself arranged the orchestral part of Concierto de Aranjuez for piano.
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It is interesting that of the nine composers featured in this recital four had no Spanish roots.
The “exotic” nature of Spanish music, especially that of Andalusia in the south with its Moorish
history and Gypsy culture, has irresistibly drawn non-Spanish composers. We begin with one
example.

Emmanuel Chabrier was born in the Auvergne region of France, the son of an attorney.
Although he studied law and had a career in the Ministry of the Interior, music was his lifelong
passion. He was a much admired pianist and his legacy of operas, orchestral and piano works
and songs was a major inspiration to generations of French composers who followed.

One work by Chabrier has surpassed all others in popularity. In 1882 he and his wife spent
several months touring Spain; he enthused in a letter from Seville, “The Gypsies sing or dance
and then the manzanilla is passed around, and everyone has to drink. Those eyes, those
flowers in their lovely hair, those shawls around their waists, those feet that go on tapping
their ever-changing rhythms…” To the conductor Charles Lamoureux he wrote that that on his
return to Paris he would compose an “extraordinary fantasia” which would incite the audience
to a pitch of excitement, and that even Lamoureux would be obliged to hug the orchestral
leader in his arms, so voluptuous would be his melodies. He kept his promise with the
orchestral rhapsody España (1883) [1].

It seems that the work was conceived for the piano: the artist Renoir’s future wife reported,
“one day Chabrier came and played his España for me. It sounded as if a hurricane had been let
loose. He pounded and pounded the keyboard. The street was full of people, and they were
listening, fascinated. When Chabrier reached the last crashing chords … [he] had broken
several strings and put the piano out of action.” The composer’s own two-piano version is
therefore no pale substitute for “the real thing”. Lamoureux premièred it in November 1883; it
became a sensation and is usually credited with starting a trend in Spanish-inspired pieces by
French composers. However the other two French items on this recording, Saint-Saëns’ La Jota
aragonese (1880) and Chaminade’s La Sévillane (originally a comic opera, 1882), predate it,
and of course Bizet had produced his poorly received opera Carmen in 1875. España’s barely
contained ebullience, infectious rhythms and spicy harmonies have ensured that it has
remained a great favourite; it was “borrowed” by Émile Waldteufel for a waltz in 1886 and
even used as a hit song of the 1950s, “Hot Diggity”.
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Enrique Granados was born and began his musical studies in Catalonia, leaving to enter the
Paris Conservatoire when he was twenty. He returned to Spain to become one of her seminal
nationalist composers. Quejas ó la maja y el ruiseñor (Laments or the Maiden and the
Nightingale) [2] is the fourth of a set of six piano pieces from 1911 depicting love-struck youth,
inspired by the great Spanish painter Goya and entitled Goyescas (a seventh Goya-esque piece
is sometimes appended). Granados described the set as “of great flight [of fancy] and difficulty.
It is a reward for my efforts to get somewhere. They say that I have got there.” His judgment
was sound, as it is one of the pinnacles of the Spanish piano repertoire. The Maiden and the
Nightingale, the best known of the set, is a haunting evocation of melancholy only occasionally
punctuated by a glimpse of hope or a moment of resignation. The florid ornamentation seems
to represent the sobbing of the lovelorn girl. Towards the end the nightingale, a symbol of love
and loss, appears but eventually flies away. In this ingenious arrangement for two pianos by
the pioneering British piano duo Bartlett and Robertson the textures are given even more
sensuality and the nightingale is joined by a companion.

In 1915 Granados used Goyescas as the basis for his one-act opera, also entitled Goyescas,
which was premièred by the Metropolitan Opera in New York the following year. After the
composer and his wife attended, they were detained in the USA by an invitation by President
Wilson for him to give a piano recital in the White House, so that they had to sail home via
England. Tragedy struck when their ship was torpedoed by a U-boat in the English Channel
and they both drowned; Granados was three months short of his forty-ninth birthday.

Ernesto Lecuona was born in Havana of a Canary Islands father and Cuban mother. His first
piano teacher was his sister Ernestina, herself a composer (the contemporary Cuban composer
Leo Brouwer is her grandson), and he later performed piano duos with her at venues including
Carnegie Hall, New York. He was a very fine pianist, and his own piano recitals featuring his
compositions, often in the Cuban manner, won him fame in many countries. His work spanned
different musical genres much in the way that Gershwin’s did, and he was celebrated for
bringing Cuban music to the attention of the wider world. He was nominated for an Oscar for
his score for the film Always in My Heart (1942).

Malagueña [3] is the last of the six movements that make up Lecuona’s Suite “Andalucía” for
piano solo (c.1927); he also transformed it into a song to which he wrote his own Spanish
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lyrics. The Malagueña dance style, while named after Malaga, may have its roots in the Gypsies
of Seville; this example is the embodiment of what we think of as typically flamenco, with its
cante y baile jondo (deep song and dance). Information about the expert arranger, Grace Helen
Nash, is sketchy, but she made several two-piano arrangements of lighter music for the New
York publisher Edward B. Marks.

Although Joaquín Rodrigo’s life spanned virtually the whole of the twentieth century, he saw
little of it, as diphtheria took away his sight when he was three years old. He was born in
Sagunto, eastern Spain, and studied music first in Valencia, then with Dukas at the Paris
Conservatoire. Having returned to his native land he set to work, composing assiduously on a
Braille machine and working with his music copyist into the early hours of the morning, also
holding down important academic and administrative posts.

At the time when it was suggested to Rodrigo that he should write a guitar concerto he had
produced almost nothing for the instrument. Surprisingly he did not play the guitar but adored
the piano, which he played up to the last day of his life and for which he wrote many works. His
daughter Cecilia remembers feeling “rather neglected, because he loved [his] piano almost as
much as myself”. However, the Concierto de Aranjuez (1939) made his reputation and defined
him as a composer: none of his other music achieved the same popular success. The main
reason for this was undoubtedly the central movement, an Adagio [4] of exquisite poignancy,
which had an extremely personal meaning. The outer movements recall Aranjuez, a town
thirty miles south of Madrid with a royal palace and wonderful gardens where Rodrigo and his
wife, the Turkish pianist Victoria Kamhi, had spent their honeymoon, but the Adagio was a
direct response to the still birth of their first child. The pulse of the music represents the
heartbeat of Victoria, who was seriously ill. She described the movement as “a reflection of his
grief … that was the saddest moment of our lives,” but the tenderness, anxiety, desperation and
bereavement expressed in Rodrigo’s deeply felt melodies are universal emotions. Finally, with
a peaceful upward arpeggio, the soul of the baby is entrusted to Heaven.

Rodrigo’s devotion to the piano is demonstrated by the fact that when the concerto was
published with a piano arrangement of the orchestral score it was he himself who made it
[information supplied by <ediciones@joaquin-rodrigo.com>]; indeed, half a century after the
composition of the concerto a piece appeared entitled Aranjuez, ma pensée – his own
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condensed version of the Adagio for piano solo. In the present recording of the version for
guitar with piano, the guitar part is reproduced note for note on the piano, which is, after all,
the successor to that larger-than-life “mechanised” guitar, the harpsichord. At the age of ninety
Rodrigo was created Marquis of the Gardens of Aranjuez by King Juan Carlos, a fitting reward
for the glory that he had brought to his country through the concerto.

The nineteenth and twentieth centuries produced a few outstandingly gifted French women
composers: some examples are Louise Farrenc, Augusta Holmès, Mel Bonis, Germaine
Tailleferre, and Lili and Nadia Boulanger, none of whom achieved the popularity with the
general public (though tempered by condescension from the male establishment) of Cécile
Chaminade. Living into her late eighties, she was born a year after the death of Schumann and
survived almost to the era of the LP record. Her output amounts to around two hundred works,
some on a large scale but also many smaller pieces for the piano with memorable melodies and
catchy rhythms, which she popularized through her own muscular performances and
recordings. Her Automne, one of a set of six concert études – a sort of post-Liszt Liebestraum in
D flat major, is still in the repertoire. La sévillane [5] for two pianos is a full-blooded feast of
colour and joie de vivre, with vivid castanet imitations and a lyrical middle section.

The works of Manuel de Falla, composer of the ubiquitous Ritual Fire Dance, form a link
between Romantic and more progressive styles, while remaining firmly Spanish in character.
He spent 1910-1914 in Paris, where he came under the influence of impressionists such as
Debussy and Ravel. Back in Spain, his abiding interest in the music of the Andalusian Gypsies
(he was born in Cádiz) led him to organize a competition for cante jondo in 1922.

An early influence was Granados, whose oeuvre, on his death, he described as “the loftiest
heritage a man can leave to his country”. He was later to become a friend of Rodrigo, with
whom he shared Spain’s beautiful gardens as a source of inspiration for his concertante work
for piano and orchestra, Noches en los jardines de España (Nights in the Gardens of Spain), on
which he worked intermittently from 1909 until shortly before the first performance in early
1916.

Noches grew out of a projected set of Nocturnes for piano solo, but the eventual orchestral
score was so complex that Falla’s publisher issued the work in a version containing the
orchestra’s contribution arranged for piano duet. However, an edition appeared much later
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from the Soviet publishing house Muzgiz squeezing it into one hard-worked pair of hands.
Unfortunately no information is available about the arranger, one A. Bertram. The programme
note for the première stated, “Andalusian folk songs [are] rarely used in their original form …
something more than the echoes of fiestas and dances has inspired these musical evocations, in
which pain and mystery also play a part.”

The opening of En el Generalife (In the Generalife) [6] suggests a perfumed breeze on an
evening walk in the gardens of the Moorish Emir’s summer palace above the Alhambra in
Granada – in this version it also brings to mind the quiet strumming of a guitar; then a fiery
dance begins. A guitar reprises the opening, after which a climax employing black-note
glissandos gives way to a tranquil coda. Astonishingly, Falla had never been to Granada: his
inspiration came from a book that he bought in a Spanish bookshop in Paris, entitled Granada
(Emotional Guide). A few years later he settled in the city.

In Danza lejana (Distant Dance) [7] we hear a dance taking place at first at a distance, then
close at hand, in an unidentified garden. After a mysterious reminiscence of the opening dance
tune the music suddenly intensifies, leading directly into the finale, En los jardines de la Sierra
de Córdoba (In the Gardens of the Sierra de Córdoba) [8], in which we witness the lively
stamping dances and melismatic singing of Gypsies at a riotous fiesta. Falla avoids a
barnstorming conclusion, opting instead for a quiet leave-taking.

Camille Saint-Saëns’ native Gallic wit, as evinced by his Carnival of the Animals, was matched
by an endless curiosity about the cultures of other lands. This resulted in compositions based
on the musical idioms of Algeria, Egypt, Denmark, Russia, Portugal, Spain and the Canary
Islands, as well as different regions of France. [The Caprice arabe, Op. 96, for two pianos has
been recorded by Goldstone and Clemmow on Divine Art 25032.] He was exceptional in many
ways: an expert in astronomy, archaeology, geology, philosophy and languages, also a poet and
water-colourist, Saint-Saëns was a prodigious pianist (he began to study at two and a half,
wrote his first piano piece at three and at the age of ten offered to play any of the thirty-two
Beethoven sonatas from memory as an encore), as well as an organist (according to Liszt, the
greatest in the world) and conductor. Berlioz famously said of him that he knew everything but
lacked inexperience!
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Saint-Saëns’ Jota aragonese [9] (every other example of this genre is spelt Jota aragonesa)
exists as an orchestral piece in addition to its two-piano incarnation. After a short introduction
it settles down to a pattern of alternating tonic/dominant harmonies, on to which a succession
of melodies is superimposed. Later, following a middle section that retains the dance rhythm
and never wanders too far, these are combined to build an exciting cumulative climax. When
sung and danced by folk musicians nowadays the jota from Aragon, in north east Spain, has a
more leisurely tempo than Saint-Saëns specifies, but perhaps the tradition has evolved since
the early 1880s.

Several Russian nineteenth-century composers were seduced into writing in a Spanish (or
faux-Spanish) idiom, Glinka, Dargomizhsky, Tchaikovsky, Balakirev and Borodin among them.
Nikolai Rimsky-Korsakov’s orchestral showpiece Capriccio espagnol (the title’s mixture of
Italian and French appeared on the original edition) dates from 1887, growing out of an
abandoned Fantasy on Spanish Themes for violin and orchestra, the successor to one on
Russian themes from the previous year. Enthusiastically received from the outset, the
Capriccio also contains music of great beauty. There are important solo contributions from the
leading violin and other instruments, but the composer’s version for piano duet is not lacking
in variety of timbre.

The miniature opening Alborada (morning song) [10] greets the new day with zestful
optimism; the Variazioni [11] are a gem, treating a sultry, typically Mediterranean melody to a
plethora of moods – and several keys – in a fairly short span. After a modified reprise of the
Alborada [12] a fanfare announces the Scene and Gypsy Song [13], in which cadenzas
eventually lead to a proud flamenco melody with stamping accompaniment. The sobbing motif
at 3’25” seems to anticipate Falla’s much later Nights in the Gardens of Spain – track 8 at 3’17”.

The finale, Fandango asturiano [14], another vigorously rhythmic movement, follows without
a break and indeed does not abandon the Gypsy Song material. The Asturias region, on the
northern coast of Spain, has its own language and identity, the bagpipe (gaita asturiana) being
a principal folk instrument, along with other wind instruments. The excitement mounts,
culminating in a rousing closing section recalling the Alborada.
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The name Francisco Tárrega is not widely known outside the circle of guitar aficionados; he
wrote a large number of finely crafted works for the instrument, which he performed
internationally in many recitals, and was the most important figure in the revival of the guitar
as a solo instrument before Andrés Segovia, on whom he was an early influence. He was born
in the Valencia region in the east of Spain, thirty miles from Rodrigo’s birth place, and,
although a childhood infection damaged his eyesight (he was not totally blinded like Rodrigo),
he was so determined to be a musician that he ran away from home at the age of ten to play in
coffee houses in Barcelona two hundred miles away.

It is an intriguing fact that the musical phrase that has surely been heard most often in history
is taken from Tárrega’s charming Gran Vals [15], dating from around 1902. It was chosen by
Nokia in 1993 to be the ring tone on its mobile telephones, and as such it has been heard
billions of times. The phrase occurs 14 seconds into this recording, which is of a lightly
elaborated four-hand arrangement made specially to provide the present recital with a
whimsical encore.
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More delightful and innovative recordings from Goldstone and Clemmow

DDA25020 Tchaikovsky for Four Hands
Symphony No. 4, Romeo & Juliet, Russian Folk Songs
“mind-blowing” – Glasgow Herald

DDA25024 Explorations
First recordings: Holst, Leighton, Stevenson and Hedges
“strongly recommended” – Musical Opinion

DDA25026 Schubert Unauthorised Piano Duos
Includes the “Trout” Quintet and other gems
“invaluable” – Gramophone

DDA25028 Dvořák “New World” Symphony and Mendelssohn “Scottish” Symphony
The composer’s own versions for piano duet of these orchestral masterpieces
“A real joy. Recommended” – MusicWeb

DDA25032 “Orientale”
Music inspired by the East from Holst, Achron, Borodin, Mayer, Glière, Saint-Saëns, Gorb and McPhee
“startlingly effective” – BBC Radio 3

DDA25038 Graham Whettam Piano Music
Fine music for two and four hands
“exuberant yet accessible music deserves to be much more widely known … exceptional performances” – New
Classics

DDA25039 Schubert Unauthorised Piano Duos, vol. 2
Transcriptions by Schubert’s friend and duet partner Josef von Gahy
“bright detailed recording, committed playing ... no reservations” – Musical Pointers

DDA25042 Grieg for Piano Duo
Includes Grieg’s version for two pianos of his Piano Concerto and his arrangement of a Mozart sonata
“played with compelling freshness … an outstanding recital” – International Piano

DDA25046 Mozart on Reflection
Many incredible gems, with a newly completed Sonata for two pianos
“this is a valuable release, with fine recorded quality…” – International Record Review

DDA25056 Brian Chapple Piano Music
From jazz to atonality, works of major importance
“certainly a find for those that love to discover the new” – MidWest Record



DDA25070 Chopin for Piano Duo
Includes the first recording of the F minor Piano Concerto in the arrangement by Chopin and Mikuli
“fascinating ... dazzling virtuosity and verve” – New Classics

DDA25089 The Jazz Age
Gershwin, Milhaud, Carmichael, Hill, Moyzes, Seiber: an absolute festival of joy
“particularly impressive ... a delightful new record” – BBC Radio 3

DDA25098 Hans Gál: The Complete Piano Duos
A rare treasure – Romantic and lyrical music deserving of a wide audience
Digital release CD release: summer/autumn 2011

DDV24154 British Music for Piano Duo
Highly acclaimed disc now re-issued, includes The Planets and other music by Holst, Elgar, Bury and Bainton
Digital release CD release: summer/autumn 2011

ALL of the above CDs contain world première recordings of major piano duo repertoire.

Over 450 titles, with full track details, reviews, artist profiles and audio samples, can be
browsed on our website. Available at any good dealer or direct from our online store.

UK: Divine Art Ltd. email: uksales@divineartrecords.com

USA: Diversions LLC email: sales@divineartrecords.com
www.divineartrecords.com

Also available by digital download through iTunes, Primephonic, Qobuz
and many other platforms

find us on facebook, youtube and soundcloud
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